21.
No. Excessive rules and regs will stifle this attempt to shake out the Oil companies absolute powers.
22.
None.
23.
Normal commonsense insurances and safety protocols.
24.
Price differntials. If the price of a mandated item is only 1‐2 % different than non‐mandated consumer
good, then this is a waste of time. The price difference must be as much as 15%
Consumers will always buy a discounted product,as is seen with Coles and Woolworths with their petrol
discounts.
25.
How?
26.
Yes. So will 15% cheaper supply of the consumer goods. Money talks.
27.
Biofuels are safe. By the Qld govt itself purchasing and advertising that the govt is using said biofuels with
logos on their transport, ie: trains and all public transport, including councils.
28.
Ensure that the price differential is at least enough to encourage public consumption of the biofuel over
fossil fuel.
29.
Via the suppliers of ethonal, who will very smartly bring any overt pressures from the Oil companies to the
attention of the mandated protocols.
30.
Public consumption.
31.
10% mandate.
32.
Yes. Manufactures with a target will only get supplies from the farming community when there is an
economic return to both parties.
Allow the manufactures the right to continue with feedstock by purchasing interstate.
33.
34.
Guarenteeing a mandate for a time that will be decided by the free market. Mandate for as long as it takes
for independent investors to overcome initial financial outlays.
35.
Initial mandate.
36.
Mandate the goods to protect those suppliers that will have to invest large amounts to begin operations.
37.
Where ever the manufactures decide to commence operations.
38.
Continued govt investment in the industry will advertise to the suppliers and the public who will purchase
cheaper energy will be a sign of confidence for the future.
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